Why, Old Lady, Why?
A Novel by Ray Bird
Trouble on the lake means trouble in town...
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ightning flashes and thunder rumbles across the
district as an impending storm chops up the surface

of the lake known as the Old Lady. As he rows home from
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his friend John Arnold’s house on this wild night, Brownie
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ponders the parallel turbulence that has followed him
throughout his life.
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He hadn’t been welcomed when he arrived in the
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coastal fishing community. He hadn’t been welcomed by
Anna’s family when they fell in love. Just as he’d walked
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away from his family, Anna too had abandoned her home
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and her strict Greek upbringing... for love.
With the help of Thelma Lamb, a local eccentric known
as The Good Shepherd, Anna and Brownie overcome their
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cultural differences as they are gradually accepted into the
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community.
But things are not always what they seem, and events
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